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DISCLAIMER 

’ This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employes, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liabiiity or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use- 
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe- 
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac- 
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, rcCOm- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not neassarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 



Introduction 

We have developed techniques to control the chaotic behavior in the Fluidized Bed 
(FBC) Systems using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) .  For those techniques to cross from 
theory to implementation, the computer programs we are developing have to be interfaced with 
the outside world, as a necessary step towards the actual interface with an FBC system or its 
experimental mock up. For this reason we are working on a Data Acquisition Board setup that 
will enable communication between our programs and external systems. Communication is 
planned to be enabled in both ways to deliver feedback signals from a system to the control 
programs in one way, and the control signals from the control programs to the controlled system 
in the other way. On the other hand, since most of our programs are PC based, they have to 
follow the revolutionary progress in the PC technology. Our programs were developed in the 
DOS environment using an early version of Microsoft C compiler. For those programs to meet 
the current needs of most PC users, we are working on converting those programs to the 
Windows environment, using a very advanced and up to date C++ compiler. This compiler is 
known as the Microsoft Visual C++ Version 4.0. This compiler enables the implementation of 
very professional and sophisticated Windows 95,32 bit applications. It also allows a simple 
utilization of the Object Oriented Programming (OOP) techniques, and lots of powerful graphical 
and communication tools known as the Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC). This compiler also 
allows creating Dynamic Link Libraries (DLLs) that can be liked together or with other Windows 
programs. These two main aspects, the computer-system interface and the DOS-Windows 
migration will give our programs a leap frog towards their real implementation. 

How the Dynamic System Imitator @SI) Programs Will be Modified 

The DSI controller programs are simulations to the DSI recurrent and dynamic nature that 
is capable of creating very sophisticated time behaviors [l-51. This enables the DSI to model a 
variety of dynamic systems and non-linear controllers. During training, the DSI has to monitor 
the behavior of the controlled system and work on creating the necessary control signal to modify 
the system behavior and bring it to a pre-specified time behavior. In the time being the DSI 
simulation programs deal with models of the controlled system instead of the real system. The 
system models are supplied through a Runge Kutta fourth order simulation routines that solve a 
coupled system of ordinary differential equations. Outputs from those simulation routines are 
passed to the DSI network and the output of the DSI network is also passed as a control action to 
the simulation model. The desired output of the system is supplied to the network through other 
set of routines that solve some pre-specified functions. In reality, the network has to deal with the 
actual system, during its training and recall modes. Therefore, modification need to be made to 
the DSI programs to communicate with the controlled system through computer interface that 
performs the necessary Analog to Digital (AD) and Digital to Analog @/A) conversions. On 
the other hand almost all parts of the DSI programs will be converted in the context of the Object 
Oriented Programming, Microsoft Foundation classes, and Microsoft Visual C++ 4.0 compiler 
[6]. New classes and objects will be created to represent the network nodes, variables, interfaces, 
and connections. User interface tools that were not available in the old programs will be 
developed, such as menus, icons, pop up menus, radio buttons, and mouse handlers. Also all 



graphics concepts will be transferred to the Application Programming Interface (API) tools that 
are controlled by the Microsoft Foundation Classes. 

The Data Acquisition System 

The Data acquisition system we are working on is illustrated in Figure 1. It utilizes a National 
Instrument DAQ 1200 PC MCIA card, which is a multifunction I/O DAQ unit that 
communicates with a PC through the parallel port on IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles, with a 
maximum sampling rate of 100 KHz. The DAQ-1200 has 12-bit Analog to Digital Converters 
(DAC) with eight analog inputs, configurable as eight single ended or four differential inputs [7]. 
It also have two 12-bit, double buffered Digital to Analog Converters (DACs), and 
programmable gains of 1,2,5, 10,20,50, or 100. 
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Figure 1. The data acquisition system. 
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